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1. INTRODUCTION
The simplest flame involves a chemical reaction between stoichiome-
trically balanced amounts of a fuel and an oxidizer.The fuel and oxi-
dizer can be thoroughly mixed prior to reaction or they can be kept
separate, coming together at their interface just prior to reacting.
The former is known as a premixed flame while the latter is a diffusion
flame.In either case, the character of the flame can be changed by
introducing other substances into the primary reactants.The additive
can be an excess amount of one of the reactants (inthe case of premixed
flames), an inert diluent not participating in the reaction, or a small
concentration of another material which is mixed with the reactants for
the sole purpose of changing some property.A substance which is added
in trace concentrations for this purpose is referred to as seed mate-
rial.
Depending on the material being used, adding seed to a flame can
cause many changes.In the work reported here, two such effects are
important.The presence of seed material, in this case an element from
Group IA of the periodic table, affects both the spectral and electrical
characteristics of a flame.The changes in the flame's spectral charac-
teristics are exploited for measuring its temperature.Advantage is
taken of the improved electrical properties as part of a method which
enhances reactant mixing in a diffusion flame.2
When a free atom undergoes a transition from one energy state to
another it emits or absorbs energy at a specific frequency (or wave-
length).The frequency depends on the energy levels of the two discrete
states, and is unique to the particular atom.The alkali elements,
those in Group IA of the periodic table, have particularly strong spec-
tra because they are configured with a single electron in the outermost
shell.The relative strength of emission is directly related to
temperature.When added in even trace concentration to a flame, alkalis
produce strong emission lines.Several optical methods of determining
flame temperature are based on monitoring these lines.
All of the alkalis except lithium share the attribute that their
strongest emission line is in fact split into a doublet.This charac-
teristic doublet can be exploited for temperature measurement because
the two peaks, although originally very similar, can be subjected to
different optical treatment due to their slightly different wavelengths.
The development of a flame temperature measurement technique which makes
use of this concept is the subject of Chapter 4.
The addition of an alkali also changes the electrical properties of
a gas.Again, the lone outer shell electron of the alkali atom is
responsible for the drastic changes observed when seed is added to a
flame.The most notable property change is in the electrical conductiv-
ity.Adding a small amount of an alkali to a hot gas can increase its
conductivity by two orders of magnitude or more.This makes the seeded
gas sufficiently conductive to carry moderate current atnormal flame
temperatures.To raise the conductivity of an unseeded gas to compara-
ble levels, the temperature would have to be much higher than the limit3
of many materials.Seeded flames can carry current in much the same way
as a copper wire does; this is the basis of many experimental tech-
niques.
The behavior of a conductive flame is not as simple or predictable
as that of a copper wire.Studies of premixed flames augmented with
electrical discharges have shown that the effects of geometry can be
very important.Additionally, because conductivity is a strong function
of temperature, self heating due to the current flow affects the gas
properties.This in turn changes the amount of current until a balance
is reached.The interactions between these effects are complex and have
not previously been reported for diffusion flames.Chapter 5 is there-
fore dedicated to characterizing electrical discharges through seeded
diffusion flames.
Body forces can be induced in a current-carrying conductor such as
a copper wire by placing it in an appropriately oriented magnetic field.
If the electrical conductivity of a gas is sufficiently high, it can be
subjected to induced body forces in the same manner.The direction of
these body forces can be controlled and they can be used to manipulate a
flame.Specifically, parallel streams of fuel and oxidizer can be sub-
jected to an oscillating force which will improve the mixing at the
interface.Investigations of this method for enhanced mixing of a
seeded diffusion flame are described in Chapter 6.4
2. BACKGROUND
2.1 General
Flames are frequently altered by adding trace quantities of a mate-
rial which does not directly participate in the primary combustion reac-
tion.This process, known as "seeding" the flame, is done for various
reasons.In general, the motivation involves using the presence of the
seed to change one or more properties of the flame.A seed will gener-
ally be present only in trace amounts, but if it is evenly distributed
throughout the reaction zone it can profoundly influence the flame's
properties.Newman and Page (1973) have demonstrated the importance of
uniform distribution of seed materialin flames.
Elements from Group IA of the periodic table are commonly used as
seed material in flames.This group, usually referred to as the alkali
elements, includes sodium, potassium, and cesium.All alkali elements
are configured with a single electron in the outermost shell.The abil-
ity of an alkali seed to affect a flame's physical properties can usu-
ally be attributed to this characteristic.Most of these changes are a
direct result of the fact that alkalis ionize very readily.
An alkali seed affects a flame in many ways.For example, addition
of alkali metals has been shown to suppress the formation of soot in
premixed flat flames (Haynes et al., 1978).Place and Weinberg (1965)
have experimented with seeded counterflow diffusion flames, and reported
that both the quantity and size of carbon particles could be controlled.
Another purpose of alkali seeds in flames is as chemical flame suppres-
sants (Mitani and Niioka, 1984).When the mist of an alkali salt is
added to a premixed flame, there is a critical concentration above which5
the flame is extinguished.In fact, alkali metal salts have been used
as flame suppressants for more than 100 years, although the exact mecha-
nism of their operation is not thoroughly understood.
The two most important properties of alkali seeds are their unique
optical and electrical properties.Alkali metals exhibit strong emis-
sion at characteristic resonance lines corresponding to their electronic
transitions (Gaydon, 1974).The strength of these emission lines is
directly related to temperature, and this relationship has been used in
the development of temperature measurement techniques (Gaydon and Wolf-
hard, 1970; Strong and Bundy, 1954a, 1954b, 1954c).Due to the low ion-
ization potential of alkalis, their presence in a flame can raise its
electrical conductivity two orders of magnitude or more (Angrist, 1982).
The enhanced conductivity allows a current to be passed through the
flame; this concept has many applications, including power generation
and augmentation of the heat output of combustion sources (Davies,
1965).The optical and electrical enhancement of alkali seeded flames
are each discussed below.
2.2 Optical Temperature Measurement of Flames
Combustion researchers often need a quick, reliable, inexpensive
means of measuring flame temperatures.Thermocouples are simple and
popular temperature measurement devices which convert heat energy to
electrical energy (Malmstadt et al., 1981).Pt/Pt-Rh thermocouples are
frequently used for temperature probing of cool flames.Thermocouples
must be corrected for radiative and conductive losses as well as for
catalytic effects, but they provide a simple and consistent means of
determining flame temperature profiles (Gaydon and Wolfhard, 1970).The6
major disadvantage of using thermocouples to probe smallflames is that
their presence disturbs the flame.At temperatures above about 2000 K,
thermocouple probing is frequently impractical because of platinum's
melting point.It is necessary to use tungsten thermocouples, which are
incompatible with an oxidizing environment.Sheathing for an inert gas
purge severely reduces spatial resolutionand increases the flow distur-
bance.
Optical, laser based methods have the advantage of probing aflame
without disturbing it and have been used extensively inoptically clean
environments.One accurate laser technique, CARS (Coherent Anti-Stokes
Raman Spectroscopy), has been usefulin soot-laden environments and in
highly luminous flames (Lapp and Hartley, 1976).However, the special-
ized equipment required is not readily available in many researchlabs.
There are several simpler optical techniques which can beimplemented
with common laboratory equipment.The most popular of these, the line
reversal method, measures flame temperature by equating the emission to
that of a radiation source whose temperature is adjustable and cali-
brated.
Kurlbaum (1902a, 1902b) described a simple method of measuring
flame temperature by comparing the spectral brightness to that of a
known, continuous radiation source.Radiation from the source is passed
through the flame.If the flame temperature is lower than that of the
source, the characteristic resonance lines appearin absorption against
the constant background; if the flame is at a higher temperature than
the source, the resonance lines appear in emission.The techniques
Kurlbaum developed were later applied to the specific resonance lines of
sodium, and the name "line reversal" was adopted.Other alkalis have7
also been used effectively (Klingenberg and Mach, 1976).The line
reversal method, described in detailin many places (Gaydon and Wolf-
hard, 1970; Penner, 1949; Reif et al., 1973), became popular during the
middle of this century.To implement the method, the temperature of the
source is varied until the resonance lines appear neither inabsorption
nor in emission.The flame temperature and the source temperature are
then assumed to be equal.The source temperature can be measured, and
the flame temperature is thus inferred.
The emission intensity of a blackbody is a function of both temper-
ature and wavelength, as described by Planck and approximated by Wien's
law (Siegel and Howell, 1981):
aK-5 KT
(2.1)
For a specific wavelength, the emission intensity of a source at a given
temperature can be equated to that of a blackbody radiator at a somewhat
lower temperature (known as the "brightness temperature" of the source).
When radiation is passed through a gas or flame, some of it will be
absorbed at the specific wavelengths corresponding to ground state
transitions of species present.Additionally, the gas emits radiation
at these wavelengths based on its own temperature.Application of
Kirchoff's law (Siegel and Howell, 1981) yields a differential equation
describing the resultant radiation intensity:
dl=(I 1-1) a d (2.2)
In general, both a and If can vary with position.If only emission in a
very narrow wavelength band (e.g. that corresponding to aspectral line)is considered, and if the gas composition and temperature are constant,
the value of a can be taken as constant in an element of gas.The
solution of equation (2.2) is then:
leap= /a
x
e v
8
(2.3)
Equation (2.3) can now be solved for the flame geometry.Integrating
across the flame (from x=0 to .v= 1) and applying the boundarycondi-
tion /(.v = 0) = 16:
I=I f(1e-c")+ Ibe-ai
(2.4)
The difference between intensity at the spectral line wavelength and
that at a nearby wavelength can now be determined.For the latter,
a= 0 and the intensity is simply /b.The difference Al, which
represents the height of an emission or absorption peak above the
background, is:
Al =(1 f/b)(1 e-a1)
(2.5)
In traditional line reversal, the temperature of the background radi-
ation source is adjusted until Al = 0.Solving equation (2.5), /b = If
for this condition, meaning that the background temperature equals the
flame temperature (rb = T1).Since the temperature of the background
source has been calibrated, the flame temperature is thusdetermined.
Line reversal has been used in many laboratory flame studies on
both premixed and diffusion flames (Wolfhard and Parker, 1949).It is
useful for fundamental studies but has also been implemented for practi-
cal temperature measurements in a variety of applications including, for
example, an MHD generator (Daily and Kruger, 1976) and rifle muzzle9
flash (Klingenberg and Mach, 1976).Thomas (1968a) has shown that the
technique can be adjusted for use in flames containing particles and in
cases where boundary layer effects are present.Due to its simplicity,
versatility, and low cost, the method has become widely used and well-
accepted (Gaydon and Wolfhard, 1970).
Line reversal can be modified to eliminate the need to balance a
background source.Thomas (1968b) developed a method which instead used
two different background temperatures and compared the intensity differ-
ence Al obtained for each.He derived an expression which directly
relates the ratio of the two values to flame temperature:
R =
A /
Al2 1b2
Expressing the intensities as in equation (2.1):
R
e
)jx.) (,C
t
f) ("-Cb2) e
(2.6)
(2.7)
From equation (2.7), measurement of the peak height at each of two
background temperatures can be used to deduce flame temperature.The
peak is not "reversed" (or balanced) at all during the process.Since
the source need not be adjusted to match the flame, temperatures several
hundred-degrees Kelvin above the maximum attainable background tempera-
ture can also be measured.The disadvantage of this two-temperature
method is that the source must continually be switched between 7-, and
T132.Because of the time lag, there is no assurance that the same
flame temperature is being measured with each source.10
In addition to their strong resonance lines all of the alkali ele-
ments except lithium share the characteristic that their strongest emis-
sion line is actually a doublet.The reason for the doublet (Kuhn,
1969) is that an elevated outer electron can reside in two states with
different spin direction, or spin quantum number.The wavelengths of
the doublets for alkali elements are shown in Table 2.1.For sodium the
wavelength separation between the two peaks of the doublet is less than
one nanometer, so at low resolution the peaks appear as asingle line.
As the molecular weight of the alkali increases so does its peak separa-
tion, with the cesium doublet being separated by about 42 nm (Weast,
1973).This characteristic doublet can be exploited for temperature
measurement because the radiation at the two wavelengths, although very
similar in origin and intensity, can be subjected to different optical
treatment.
Table 2.1Wavelengths of Alkali Doublets
Element Doublet Wavelengths
(nm)
Separation
(nm)
Sodium 588.995589.592 0.597
Potassium 766.491769.898 3.407
Rubidium 780.023794.760 14.737
Cesium 852.110894.350 42.420
2.3 Electrical Discharges through Seeded Flames
The temperature of a flame can be raised by inputting energy in the
form of an electrical discharge.The resistive heating (or "Joule heat-
ing") augments the enthalpy of the flame.The main difficulty lies in11
attempting to distribute the electrical energy evenly through the flame
gases.Because electrical conductivity increases rapidly with tempera-
ture, the discharge tends to confine itself to a narrow channel.The
enthalpy of the discharge channel is then quite large relative to that
of the surrounding gas.Weinberg (1986) describes a simple demonstra-
tion of this effect.When two electrodes are placed across a premixed
flame, the discharge initially chooses a path just downstream of the
flame surface.The channel then drifts downstream at the gas velocity,
preferring to take a longer path because the conductivity has been
greatly increased due to self-heating.Only after the channel becomes
greatly elongated does the arc strike back to follow the flame surface
again.Because of this strong tendency for discharges to channel, other
means of spreading them throughout a larger region arerequired for uni-
form heating.
Karlovitz (1962) proposed using a highly turbulent flame as a means
of distributing a discharge evenly.Reactants were seeded with an
alkali element to raise gas conductivity to the necessary level.He
mentioned the possibility of using diffusion flames, but carried out his
experiments on premixed natural gas/air flames.In the ten years that
followed, the nature of high-voltage discharges in premixed flames was a
topic of substantial interest.Fells et al. (1967) reported extensively
on d.c. discharges in premixed propane/air flames, characterizingthe
effects of seed concentration, electrode gap, electrode material, and
gas flowrate.Lapp and Rich (1963) performed similar studies on acety-
lene/air flames, concentrating on the voltage/current characteristic
curves and conductivity measurements.The results of these premixed12
flame studies will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 5,where
they are compared and contrasted with the present investigationof dif-
fusion flames.
There were many apparent discrepancies among earlypublished
results.These were resolved by Ulherr and Walsh (1971), whoidentified
two distinct modes of discharge which exhibit quitedifferent behavior.
They categorized the results of earlier authors and studiedthe condi-
tions under which the transition between the modes occurs.They
described the two modes as follows.Mode A was characterized by low
current and a relatively diffuse discharge.The anode exhibited "many
tiny arc spots which flick around the surface."The second mode, which
they called mode B, was a higher current discharge occupying asmaller
volume of the flame.A large, bright, steady glowing region was
observed on the anode.
Planar diffusion flames differ fundamentally from premixed onesin
their ability to carry current because the reaction and hotproduct zone
(and hence the highly conductive region through which the currenttrav-
els) occupies a much smaller volume.It is generally more difficult to
disperse a discharge uniformly without developing filamentary"arcs"
through the flame.Most of the published work that deals with diffusion
flames subjected to electric fields is quite different in itsfocus than
that reported for premixed flames.Several authors (Place and Weinberg,
1965; Katz and Hung, 1990) have reported the use of electricfields to
control particle formation in flat, counterflow diffusion flames.These
flames were unseeded, however, and carried very low currentsrelative to13
seeded flames.Nakamura (1959) investigated the effect of an electric
field on emission spectra from a flat co-flowing diffusion flame, but
again the flame was unseeded and apparently carried little current.
2.4 Magnetic Field Effects
It has been known since the early work of Lorentz that a current
carrying conductor placed in a magnetic field will experience a force
perpendicular to both the current direction and the magnetic field lines
(see e.g. Halliday and Resnick, 1967).This force can be induced in any
conductor, whether it is a copper wire or a current carrying region of
an ionized gas.Lorentz forces can therefore be used to accelerate a
gas, provided that it carries a current in the presence of a properly
oriented magnetic field.
Much of the past research on conductive gases subjected to magnetic
fields has related to magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power generation (An-
grist, 1982).A hot gas is seeded with either potassium or cesium and
forced through a rectangular duct.When a perpendicular magnetic field
is imposed an electric potentialis produced across the duct.An exter-
nal circuit can be connected for power generation.The current which
flows through the gas also interacts with the magnetic field, resulting
in a Lorentz force which opposes the gas flow and causes a deceleration
(or pressure drop).Conversely, if power is supplied rather than
extracted the Lorentz force will act instead to accelerate the gas.
This process has been proposed for constructing a hypersonic flow facil-
ity to produce gas velocities far in excess of those attainable in flow
tunnels based on combustion stagnation sources or arc jet facilities
(Crawford et al., 1990).14
The possibility of using a magnetic field to spread the discharge
through a flame for more uniform heating has been considered.Kimura
and Ogiwara (1974) used a magnetic field to create a swirling discharge
which in turn tended to promote turbulence in the premixed gases.Chen
et al. (1965) described a rotating discharge through which a premixed
flame passed.This resulted in a less filamentary, more evenly distrib-
uted discharge.From the reference frame of the moving gases, the dis-
charge appeared as a spiral.There is a maximum rotation rate which
still guarantees a well-distributed discharge.Weinberg (1986) reasoned
that an even distribution of heat could also be achieved by an arc chan-
nel that is not perfectly permeable.
Using the same concept with a different orientation of the magnetic
field, a Lorentz force can be induced perpendicular to the direction of
gas flow.Dimmock and Kineyko (1963) reported experiments in which
forces of this type were used to deflect premixed flames.Their experi-
ments used both a.c. and d.c. currents.They proposed applying the con-
cept to rocket exhaust streams as a method of altering the thrust
vector.A transverse Lorentz force of this type can also be used to
oscillate the interface between parallel streams of fuel and oxidizer to
promote mixing.One long term application of such a technique would be
a rapid forced mixing of reactants for high-speed propulsion systems
such as that envisioned for use in SCRAMJET engines (Bussing and Eber-
hardt, 1989).15
3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
3.1 Gas Delivery and Seeding
All of the studies described in the following chapters require a
precisely controlled supply of seeded reactant gases.Figure 3.1 shows
the system used for supplying fuel and oxidizer for the experiments.
Bottled gases are used, their pressures being controlled with Matheson
Model 8 two-stage pressure regulators.Gas flowrates are monitored
using Matheson 600 Series 150 mm tube rotameters equipped with high-
accuracy needle valves.Pressures are measured with a dial gauge at the
rotameter exit.
The fuel (CH4 or Hz) is sent into a mist chamber for seeding with a
CsC1 solution.The mist chamber is shown schematically in Figure 3.2.
The mist chamber was made from a SounDesign Model 1822 ultrasonic humid-
ifier which was modified for these experiments.To modify the humidi-
fier, the fan which normally circulates room air was removed.Instead,
the body of the humidifier was fitted with a two-way valve which
connects to both the fuel line and an inert (N2) purge line.The liquid
reservoir tank was removed and the size of the liquid chamber inside the
humidifier was reduced to hold only about 200 ml of the solution to be
atomized.For the experiments described here, the liquid in the chamber
was usually CsC1 solution ranging in concentration between 0.2 and 0.5
M.An ultrasonic transducer beneath the liquid surface generates a fine
mist, which is carried along with the fuel stream toward the burner.
The rate of seeding is adjustable with a slide switch on the unit.At
the gas flowrates used in these experiments, the CsC1 solution was
introduced at a rate which gave approximately 0.04 to 0.1 mole percent16
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in the gas stream.The entire mist chamber was sealed with silicone
caulk to prevent leakage of any combustible mixture into the laboratory.
The top of the chamber was modified to accommodate either of two differ-
ent burners at the gas exit.The two burners, one for examining pre-
mixed flames and the other for diffusion flames, are described in
Section 3.2.
The entire mist chamber/burner assembly was mounted on an x-z
stage.In general, probing of different flame regions was accomplished
by translating the assembly relative to a fixed measurement system.A
vernier scale on the stage allowed both vertical and horizontal posi-
tioning to within 0.1 mm.
3.2 Burners
Two different burners have been used in the research described
here.Each has distinct features which make it useful for certain types
of work.For the temperature measurement experiments described in Chap-
ter 4 a premixed flat flame burner was used.In premixed flames the
fuel and oxidizer have been thoroughly combined prior to the reaction
occurring.The reaction rate is thus controlled by kinetics, since the
fuel and oxidizer are in intimate contact and available to react with
one another.Flat flames are a special class of premixed flames in
which the radial velocity profile of the gases entering the flame has
been rendered essentially constant.As a result the flame's temperature
and species profiles are not highly dependent on the radial flame posi-
tion, but rather depend primarily on distance in the flow direction.
Flat flames are sometimes referred to as "one-dimensional flames" for19
this reason, since the spatial position in only one dimension is criti-
cal for property measurement.In practical burners the velocity profile
cannot be made perfectly flat, but conditions approaching the ideal can
readily be achieved.Flat flame burners are useful for examination of
flame profiles and verification of new techniques because one additional
constraint on the measurements has been removed.
For the premixed flat flames described in Chapter 4, a stainless
steel screen burner similar to that described by Altenkirch et al.
(1979) was used.As shown in Figure 3.3, the premixed reactants enter
the bottom of the burner and go through a series of screens to smooth
the flow.The burner body, screens, and spacers are made of stainless
steel to lessen the corrosive effects of the salt solution used for
seeding.The spacing and mesh sizes of the smoothing screens can be
changed to optimize flow characteristics for different flames.The top
screen, above which the flame is stabilized, can be cooled byflowing
water through 0.3 mm hypodermic tubing which is woven through the
screen.The burner diameter is 43 mm, but can be reduced to 20 mm for
exploring high speed flames without increasing the working range of gas
flowrates.A 30 mesh stainless steel screen can be positioned about 17
mm above the burner to help stabilize the flames.
The experiments described in Chapters 5 and 6 deal with diffusion
flames rather than premixed ones.In a diffusion flame the fuel and
oxidizer are not mixed together, but kept separate.The two separate
gas streams are then brought together and react at theirinterface.In
diffusion flames the rate of reaction is controlled by the diffusion
rate of the reactants into the flame.Once the fuel and oxidizer have
come together in the correct proportions to react, the chemical rateis20
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considered infinitely fast.A diffusion burner is therefore used to
model an entirely different class of problems than those represented by
premixed flame studies, and its construction is quite different from
that of a premixed burner.
Just as there are numerous designs of premixed burners, only one of
which has been used here (the flat flame burner), there are also numer-
ous designs of diffusion burners.The fuel and oxidizer can be co-
flowing or counter-flowing.One reactant can surround the other (e.g.
flow through concentric tubes), resulting in a cylindrical reaction
zone, or the reactants can meet at a single plane.For the work
described here, a co-flowing planar diffusion flame was used.
Figure 3.4 details the planar diffusion burner used in the present
study.Parallel streams of fuel and oxidizer issue from long, narrow
slots with equal' velocity in a burner of the type originally described
by Wolfhard and Parker (1949).A shroud of inert gas surrounds the
reactants to stabilize the flame and prevent interaction with room air.
The burner was fabricated from three 0.1 cm thick panels, each mea-
suring 2.5 cm by 7.5 cm.The panels were made of fused quartz because
they must be electrical insulators while still withstanding extremely
high temperatures.The parallel panels connect to stainless steel end
plates which serve as the slot ends as well as connection points for the
electrode holders, which are further discussed in Section 3.4.This
configuration results in burner slots which measure 2.3 cm in length by
0.5 cm wide.A 3 cm by 5 cm rectangular chimney (omitted from Figure
3.4 for clarity) contains an inert nitrogen shroud for 25 cm past the22
Figure 3.4Co-flowing Planar Diffusion Burner23
exit plane, well beyond the region of interest in the flame.The chim-
ney is fitted with quartz observation windows on all four sides in the
region near the flame.
3.3 Thermocouple Measurements and Corrections
In Chapter 4, a new optical temperature measurement method for
flames is presented.As with any new technique, verification using an
accepted procedure is critical.To validate the temperature profiles
obtained using the new method, conventional thermocouple probing was
also used on the same flames.Although thermocouple probing of flames
has several drawbacks, it has been widely used and is an established
technique.
Simply stated, a thermocouple is a device used to convert a temper-
ature into an electrical signal.It consists of two dissimilar metal
wires joined at one end.A voltage develops across the open leads which
is directly related to the temperature of the junction.The main prob-
lems of using a thermocouple for flame work can be broken into two
groups.First, the presence of the thermocouple, no matter how small,
disrupts the flow field somewhat.This is particularly bothersome if
very sharp temperature gradients must be resolved.The second category
of problems are due to the fact that the thermocouple is not at the same
temperature as the flame.Radiative and conductive losses from the bead
result in its equilibrium temperature being lower than that of the
flame, sometimes by several hundred degrees K.Corrections are possible
but depend on knowledge of the material properties of the thermocouple.24
For the study described in Chapter 4 a "Type B" (Pt-30% Rh /
Pt-6% Rh) thermocouple was used.This type was chosen because its maxi-
mum temperature is about 2000 K, the highest available for athermocou-
ple which is compatible with an oxidizing environment.A 0.25 mm wire
(approximately 0.60 mm bead) was selected as being small enough for good
spatial resolution yet large enough to be fairly robust.The thermocou-
ple wires were sheathed in a 15 cm long double-hole ceramic tube to
within about 3 cm of the bead.The sheath tube was firmly clamped in
position and the burner was moved to obtain temperature profiles.A
Keithley Model 740 Scanning Thermometer was used to convert the voltage
signal to temperature.It has a single log mode which was used to take
100 temperature measurements at a rate of one each 500 ms.Both the
range and average of the 100 readings were automaticallycalculated.
For a flat flame, conduction to the lead wires will not be an issue
if the flame diameter is sufficiently large.Because the flat flame has
a nearly constant velocity profile, the heat flux down the wireswill be
small.For small flames, however, this term becomes important.For the
premixed flat flames studied here, it was necessary to correct the ther-
mocouple measurements for both radiative and conductive losses.
The steady state temperature of the thermocouple bead represents a
balance of the radiative, conductive, and convective effects.At steady
state,
Qcony+rad cond (3.1)25
The first two terms can be approximated for the bead, and this is the
approach normally taken (Fristrom and Westenberg, 1965).This yields an
expression for the radiative loss term, which is used as a correction to
the measured temperature value:
ATrad
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To consider the conduction losses as well, however, the problem is
more complex.The thermocouple wire and bead were modeled numerically
to examine the relative effect of the conductive losses in small
diameter flat flames.The temperature profile was assumed to be
perfectly flat, and all temperatures outside the flame were taken as
ambient.This is a reasonable model for a flat premixed flame.The
thermocouple bead was located at the center of the flame.Figure 3.5
shows the results of numerous calculations, obtained by gradually
increasing the flame diameter.When actual temperature profiles are
taken, the flame diameter is not changing but rather the length of lead
wire which resides within the flame.For a flame at 2000 K, the
conduction losses are significant when measurements are made less than
about 1 cm from the flame edge (corresponding to a 2 cm diameter flame
in the model).
The greatest uncertainty in the thermocouple corrections is in the
emissivity of the bead surface used in calculating the radiative loss
term.The magnitude of the radiative correction term is on the order of
300 K, so this uncertainty is considerable.For the types of flames
measured here the uncertainty in the final temperature is approximately
80 K.lb
02:c27
3.4 Electric and Magnetic Fields
The diffusion flame work described in Chapters 5 and 6 required
subjecting the flame sheet to properly oriented electric and magnetic
fields.The characterizations in Chapter 5 were carried out using a
d.c. electric field.The work discussed in Chapter 6 used an a.c. elec-
tric field and a steady magnetic field.
The d.c. electric field for the property characterization was gen-
erated by passing the output of a 280 V Variac through a rectifier and
filter circuit.Output from a 60 V/80 A full-wave bridge rectifier was
filtered using two 4200 liF/200 V Sprague Powerlytic capacitors, in
series with one another but in parallel with the rectifier output.The
resulting d.c. voltage had a maximum ripple factor of 0.5%.For the
a.c. electric fields the rectifier/filter circuit was bypassed.
The voltage was applied across graphite electrodes situated at
either end of the diffusion burner slots.The position of the elec-
trodes can be seen in the diffusion burner diagram (Figure 3.4).The
electrodes are 6 mm diameter graphite rods which are pointed to 45°
cones at their ends.They are held stationary in the clamps attached to
the burner endplates.Set screws allow both the gap between the elec-
trodes and their height above the exit plane of the burner to be varied
for parametric studies.The electrodes were rapidly consumed during the
experiments and had to be replaced frequently to maintain the desired
gap.
A 10 fa(for d.c. studies) or 50 fa(for a.c. studies) power
resistor was wired in series with the electrode gap for two purposes.
First, it prevented the possibility of a short circuit, which would blow28
the Variac's 8 A fuse.Second, it could be used indirectly for current
measurements.The applied voltage across the electrodes was measured
directly with a Tektronix DM502A autoranging digital multimeter.Flame
current was inferred by measuring the voltage drop across the power
resistor with a second DM502A digital multimeter.
To produce the forces necessary for the enhanced mixing described
in Chapter 6, a steady magnetic field was established with proper orien-
tation relative to the gas flow.A magnetic flux density of up to 0.035
T (350 gauss) was generated by an external coil such that the B lines
ran parallel to the gas flow.The configuration of the electric and
magnetic fields relative to the burner is shown in Figure 3.6.The mag-
net was fabricated from approximately 900 turns of 20 gauge magnet wire
wound around a hollow 7 cm i.d. aluminum core over a length of 5.5 cm.
The total resistance of the magnet is 7.5 0.For the voltages used
here up to 500 W of heat energy was dissipated by the electromagnet, so
care had to be taken to prevent overheating.The flame region of inter-
est was about 1 cm above the top of the magnet, and the flux density
there was lower than that within the central core.The characteristics
of the magnet were measured using a UGS3503 ratiometric linear Hall
effect sensor, and the results are shown in Figure 3.7.The flux den-
sity is quite linear with applied voltage.Voltage for the magnet came
from the rectified and filtered output of a 150 V Variac.The
rectifier/filter were the same as those used for generating the d.c.
electric fields in the property characterization experiments.29
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3.5 Optical System
Figure 3.8 shows the optical system used for the temperature mea-
surements described in Chapter 4.Its primary components are a back-
ground radiation source, a temperature-reducing color filter, focusing
lenses, an aperture, and a spectrograph equipped with a photodiode array
detector.The detector interfaces with a computerized data acquisition
system, which will be described separately in Section 3.6.
A 500 W/120 V Sylvania BD double coil tungsten/halogen lamp with a
quartz envelope served as the background radiation source.It was pow-
ered with the output from a 150 V Variac.Normal operating voltages for
the lamp ranged from 60 to 120 V.The operating temperature of the lamp
was calibrated to determine filament temperature versus applied voltage.
This was accomplished by performing a series of power measurements using
various known filters placed between the lamp and a calorimeter.By
considering the emissive properties of the tungsten filament (De Vos,
1954) and the transmission characteristics of the lamp's quartz enve-
lope, the filters, and the measuring device, filament temperatures were
inferred as follows.
For a specific lamp voltage setting, an Scientech Model 38-0101
volume absorbing disc calorimeter and Scientech Model 37-2002 power and
energy meter were used to measure transmitted power through each of
three color filters.The three filters used were an 0G590, an RG695,
and an RG850.For each filter, a ratio of the filtered power to the
unfiltered value was calculated.Because the geometry remained con-
stant, the power ratio was independent of the solid angle being mea-
sured.32
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The expected power ratio for a given filament temperature can also
be determined analytically.Assuming a true filament temperature, and
knowing the filament's emissivity characteristics at that temperature,
the total power emitted over all wavelengths can be calculated from
theory.If the intensity at each wavelength is multiplied by the known
transmittance of a color filter, a somewhat lower power emission
results.Both values can be corrected to account for the transmission
characteristics of the quartz lamp envelope and the absorber disc.The
ratio of these two values is characteristic of the temperature and the
filter.This procedure was applied repeatedly for a series of tempera-
tures and the three color filters, and a plot of power ratio versus tem-
perature was prepared for each filter.These curves are shown in Figure
3.9.For each filter, the power ratio reaches a flat maximum; in
general, these maxima occur at lower temperatures as the filter cut-on
wavelength increases.
To calibrate the lamp, data were taken at seven lamp voltages.For
each, the power ratios for the three filters were converted to tempera-
ture using the theoretical curves described above.If the experimen-
tally obtained ratio fellin the flat region of the curve for one
filter, only the curves of the other two filters were used to estimate
temperature.Good agreement among the three filters was achieved.Fig-
ure 3.10 shows a calibration curve of filament temperature as a function
of lamp voltage.Error bars are shown to represent 95% confidence
intervals, based on the spread in experimentally obtained temperature
values at each voltage.From theoretical considerations, the equilib-
rium filament temperature would be expected to vary approximately as the
square root of voltage.The rate of energy input is proportional to34
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voltage squared, while the primary mode of energy loss is by radiation
and is proportional to the filament temperature to the fourth power.
The dotted line in Figure 3.10 is a regression line of T against V12,
and the experimentally obtained data follow the predicted relationship
with a correlation coefficient of 0.992.
Radiation from the lamp was passed through an RG850 color filter
with a nominal cut-on wavelength of 850 nm and a transmittance of 0.91
above 900 nm.This filter was specifically chosen because its cut-on
corresponds closely to the resonance doublet of cesium, a necessary con-
dition for applying the temperature measurements described in Chapter 4.
At the transition wavelengths of cesium, 852 and 894 nm, the filter
transmittances were 0.55 and 0.88, respectively.
After passing through the color filter, radiation from the lamp was
focused into the flame, then refocused onto the slit of a spectrograph.
A pair of 10 cm focal length, 2.5 cm diameter coated double convex
lenses were used.Spacing and alignment were maintained by mounting all
optical components on an optical bench either permanently or with hold-
ers having magnetic bases.An adjustable iris served as a field stop
and limited the intensity reaching the spectrograph.
A high-resolution spectrograph (Instruments SA Model HR320) was
used to generate the emission spectra.The fixed spectrograph slit was
oriented vertically and had a width of 0.05 mm.The slit was also modi-
fied (blocked off) to a total height of only about 0.1 mm.A holo-
graphically ruled diffraction grating with 600 grooves/mm gave a
spectral resolution of 0.125 nm/element.An EGG/PARC Model 1455
512-element photodiode array detector with a Model 1462 detector con-
troller was used.It had a scan range of 64 nm; this was compatible37
with the 42 nm wavelength spacing of the peaks being monitored.An
EGG/PARC Model 1461 optical multichannel analyzer/detector interface
scanned the pixels serially with a total scan time of 0.015 ms for the
512 element array.
The detector sensitivity decreased profoundly at higher wave-
lengths, an effect which had to be considered in calculating peak
ratios.The higher wavelength cesium doublet at 894 nm fell just at the
edge of the detector's useable range and was marginally measurable.The
sensitivity at 894 nm was about 1/15 that at 852 nm, which severely ham-
pered the ability to accurately measure small emission or absorption
peaks at the higher wavelength.The sensitivity ratio was calculated by
taking numerous scans of a known, approximately gray radiation source
and comparing the measured intensity ratio to that calculated from
theory.
3.6 Data Acquisition
A computerized data acquisition system was used to accumulate and
analyze the spectrograph output.A National Instruments GPIB interface
connected the detector with a Zenith Z-386 personal computer equipped
with a high resolution color monitor.The EGG/PARC applications soft-
ware for the detector interface was used during setup, for taking ini-
tial measurements, and during alignment of the optical train.For
actual measurements, however, it was necessary to do time averaging of
the spectra to improve the signal to noise ratio.Both the nature of
the flames (which were not completely steady) and the low detector sen-
sitivity at high wavelengths contributed to the high noise levelin38
individual scans.The pre-written software package did not have the
capability to do the necessary time averaging, so another approach was
taken.
A complete interfacing routine for the detector (included as Appen-
dix B) was written using the ASYST data acquisition programming lan-
guage.A short ASYST algorithm for establishing minimal communications
was provided by EGG/PARC.This program was expanded to allow a variety
of data acquisition modes as well as nearly real-time graphic output.
The menu-driven program allows direct communication with the detector
interface for setting basic parameters and querying the detector's sta-
tus.The user can also input ASYST commands directly to perform non-
standard file or data handling activities.
During more routine activities involving the spectrograph, scans
can be taken with or without time averaging over a variable number of
scans; an optional background scan can be subtracted; and scan data can
be permanently saved for later use.The temperature measurement tech-
nique described in Chapter 4 is also incorporated into the program.The
user can obtain peak ratios for the two cesium peaks, or can have the
program use this information to calculate the flame temperature using a
numerical root-finding algorithm.If a hardcopy of a saved scan is
desired, it can be imported as an ASCII file into one of several plot-
ting software packages.
3.7 Experimental Procedures
Before lighting the burner, the mist chamber was purged with N2 for
at least three minutes.This ensured that a combustible mixture could
not be present within the chamber before the start of an experiment.39
The two-way valve was then switched to direct fuel into the chamber.
Repeated attempts were made to establish a small diffusion flame at the
burner outlet.Eventually the fuel concentration inside the chamber
would be high enough for a flame to be established.Regardless of which
burner was installed above the mist chamber, a diffusion flame was
always established at the start of the experiment.
When the flat flame burner was in use, oxidizer was gradually mixed
with the fuel before it entered the bottom of the burner.As the
fuel/oxidizer ratio was decreased, the cone-shaped flame began to flat-
ten.Eventually a flat disk-shaped flame sat just above the top burner
screen.If the oxidizer was further increased, the flame anchored to
the screen and the screen glowed red.With further increase in the flow
of oxidizer the flame would sometimes flash back through the screen into
the burner body.Care had to be taken to prevent this situation.For
flames which were flat at mixtures very near the stoichiometric fuel/ox-
idizer ratio it was possible to pass the maximum flame speed without
flashback occurring.The flame then once again began to take on a cone
shape, just as it did when it was fuel-rich.When air was used as the
oxidizer, heating of the top screen was not usually a concern.With
hotter oxygen flames, however, the top screen needed to be cooled by
running cold water through the tiny hypodermic tubing "heat exchanger"
woven through the screen.
When the diffusion burner was used, the oxidizer stream was gradu-
ally introduced until the velocities of the two reactant streams were
matched.Flowrates were adjusted to approximately 20 cm3/s for each
reactant.A N2 shroud flow was then established around the reactant
streams to ensure that the only flame present was the planar one at the40
fuel/oxidizer interface.Depending on the experiments being performed,
the chimney could be placed around the burner to contain the N2 flow and
further smooth the flame.
Once the desired flame was established the ultrasonic transducer
was activated, generating a mist of CsC1 which entered the burneralong
with the gas stream.In the diffusion flame studies, the voltage across
the electrodes was gradually increased until a current path through the
flame was established.Once the conduction path had been initiated and
the graphite electrodes heated up the voltage could be decreased.In
experiments requiring a magnetic field the voltage across the electro-
magnet was gradually increased during an experiment, which lasted about
30 seconds.
3.8 Image Analysis
For the experiments described in Chapter 6, high speed video
recordings of the flames were needed.To record the effects of the
Lorentz force a Kodak high-speed video camera was used to capture images
of the flame while the magnetic field was increased to its maximum
value.The camera was capable of recording up to 1000 frames/s, but at
very fast speeds it was difficult to light the area sufficiently to pro-
vide good images.In these studies rates of both 250 and 500 frames/s
were used successfully; analyses were done on the images recorded at500
frames/s.
The recordings were replayed at either 30 frames/s or "jogged" at 1
to 4 frames/s.The former represents a playback nearly 17 times slower
than the original experiment and was useful for confirming the existence41
of the predicted behavior.The 4 frame/s "jog" rate was used when indi-
vidual frames were to be analyzed.Segments of the videos being
replayed at both rates were transferred onto conventional VHS format for
later viewing and analysis.
Individual frames of the video footage were also analyzed quantita-
tively.A Data Translation frame grabber, interfaced with an Apple Mac-
intosh Ilci, was used to digitize successive frames for which the
experimental conditions were known.Each frame was then individually
examined using Image Analyst software on the Macintosh.A variety of
measurements could be performed on the images, including automatic dif-
ferentiation of areas with different gray scale values.This feature
was useful for measurements on the flames, which were very bright
against a dark background.A "caliper" tool on the screen was cali-
brated based on the known dimensions of the electromagnet.It was then
used to measure lateral distances moved by the flame between successive
frames.
Individual images could also be saved to disk, but each image file
required over 300 KB of storage space.When a hardcopy of an image was
desired, it was saved as a TIFF file and transferred to a DOS formatted
disk.The TIFF file was then viewed on a NeXT workstation using the
Icon program.From within this program, hardcopy printout with a laser
printer was possible.42
4. REAL-TIME TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT OF SEEDED FLAMES
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes an adaptation of the conventional line
reversal technique which has been developed to provide direct measure-
ment of flame temperature without the need to balance the emission of a
background source.The new method also overcomes the primary
disadvantage involved in using two different background source tempera-
tures (Thomas, 1968b), which is the lack of time resolution.It can be
used to probe flames up to 2800 K.This method was primarily developed
for temperature characterization of highly luminous, seeded H2/02 diffu-
sion flames which are being subjected to electric and magnetic fields
(this study is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6).The technique
is well suited for this purpose since the flames already contain atoms
of a Group IA element, a necessary condition for implementing line
reversal.The method has been tested using premixed flat flames which
are useful for evaluating a new method because temperature variation in
one spatial dimension has been removed.Cool flames were probed using
the new technique so that Pt/Pt-Rh thermocouple measurements could be
used for verification.
4.2 Theoretical Development
Group IA elements such as sodium, potassium, and cesium share the
characteristic of having two strong, closely spaced emission lines.
Both lines can be monitored simultaneously, and will reverse at the same
background brightness temperature.It is also possible to expose the
two transitions to different effective source brightness temperatures.43
If a filter with a cut-on wavelength between the two transitions is
placed in front of the source, the background intensity at the lower
wavelength will be reduced more than that at the higher wavelength.
This effectively causes the two emission peaks to respond as if each
were being measured against a different comparison source.For sodium,
the emission doublet is too closely spaced for practical implementation
of this technique.Potassium, rubidium, and cesium, however, are all
potential candidates for this method.Equation 2.7 is modified to
reflect the difference in wavelength, with the wavelength dependent
terms no longer canceling as they did previously:
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The absorption coefficient a is different for the two transitions and
is temperature dependent.If the (al) product for the weaker line is
maintained at a value on the order of 10 or greater, the final term of
equation (4.1) reduces to one and a simpler expression for the peak
height ratio can be written:
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By monitoring two peaks simultaneously, the benefits of the two-
temperature method are realized without sacrificing time resolution.
The resulting method does not require adjustment of the background
source.Temperatures above the maximum attainable source temperature
can also be measured, and no operator interaction with the system is
required.44
4.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
The experimental setup has been described in Chapter 3.It is the
same as that for traditional line reversal, except that a carefully
selected color filter is placed between the background radiation source
and the first lens.The lamp voltage is set to provide a background
temperature consistent with the flame temperatures to be measured.For
a known lamp voltage, lamp filament temperature can be determined from
the calibration curve (Figure 3.10).Knowing this and the emissivity
characteristics of tungsten, the filament brightness temperature at
wavelength 2 is:
T
b \T
(4.3)
When the lamp radiation is passed through the RG850 color filter, the
apparent source temperatures at 852 and 894 nm will be lower than the
temperature calculated in equation (4.3).The equation forTbi,for
example, is:
1 KA
ln(txiexi,T m)
la C
(4.4)
When the lamp is operated at 100 V, for example, the resulting values
are:
T =2492 K
Tbi =2015 K
Tb2=2115 K
Once 7-b1 and Tb2 have been calculated from equation (4.4), a plot
of R versus Tf is prepared based on equation (4.2).Three plots of45
this type, corresponding to three different 7-,1 values, are shown in
Figure 4.1.The curve representing a set of actual conditions is shown
(lamp voltage of 100 V with an RG850 filter), along with two curves
representing theoretical conditions for lower Tbi values (i.e. filters
with lower transmissions at 852 nm).
Ideally, the method should be operated in the steepest region of
the curve, where small temperature differences give rapidly changing
peak height ratios.This means that the method is most accurate when
7-f is in the region near Tbl and 7-.At flame temperatures far below
Tb1 or far above Tb2 the curve is too flat to use the method effec-
tively.At higher lamp temperatures, and with the equipment used here,
the useable range extends about 200 K above 171,2.The useable
temperature range widens for larger differences between 7-bi and 7-b2,
although spreads of more than about 600 K no longer change the curves
appreciably.During actual temperature measurement, 7-1 is determined
numerically rather than graphically.
Data were collected for two premixed flat flames.The premixed
flat flame burner has been described in Chapter 3.Cool (<2200 K)
flames were chosen so that verification using a Pt/Pt-Rh thermocouple
would be possible.Both were rich CH4/air flames, flame I at stoichio-
metric equivalence ratio (ID of 1.7 and flame II at (1) of 1.2.
At each flame position, 100 scans were made at a rate of one every
15 ms; the 100 scans were averaged to yield the reversal spectrum.A
typical time-averaged scan is shown in Figure 4.2.This scan, taken
with effective background temperatures of 1686 K and 1755 K, represents46
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a flame temperature of 1707 K.Accordingly, the 852 nm peak is seen in
emission (T1 >7.) while the 894 nm transition is in absorption rela-
tive to the background (7'1 < Tb2).
Optically measured temperature profiles as a function of height
above the burner surface are shown in Figure 4.3 for flames I and II.
Corresponding thermocouple measurements for each flame, taken as
described in Chapter 3, are included in the same figure.They have been
corrected to account for radiation losses to the surroundings and losses
due to conduction to the lead wires.Vertical error bars represent the
uncertainty in the thermocouple data, most of which is due to the
inability to precisely determine the emissivity of the thermocouple
bead.The size of the symbols in Figure 4.3 has been chosen to corre-
spond to the uncertainty in the optical measurements of ±22 K.Calcula-
tion of the error associated with the optical measurements is discussed
in Section 4.4.
Flame I represents temperatures near the lower limit of this
method's useful range, for two reasons.First, below about 1700 K the
number density of cesium atoms quickly falls to levels too low to pro-
vide an adequate signal.This is because most of the cesium is tied up
in CsC1 and CsOH at low temperatures.Second, lower temperature flames
require using a lower source temperature for a given filter.At lower
source temperatures the difference between 7-b, and Tb2 decreases, lim-
iting the useful range of the method.This technique is therefore best
suited to measuring temperatures between 2000 and 2800 K with a tungsten
lamp as the background source.49
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One possible way to spread 7-bi and Tb2 and increase the working
range would be to replace the color filter with an interference filter
having about a 50 nm bandwidth.The interference filter could be tuned
by rotation to give a variety of background temperature pairs.
4.4 Error Analysis
As previously stated, an assumed condition of applying equation
(4.2) is that the (al) product for the weaker transition must be main-
tained above about 10.For a flame diameter of 1 cm this corresponds to
a > 10 cm-1.The absorption coefficient depends on oscillator
strength and the number density of absorbing atoms, and for the limiting
case it yields a required number density on the order of 3 x 1012 cm-5.
For cesium at 2500 K, approximately 1% of the cesium exists as free Cs
atoms, the remainder being tied up primarily in CsC1 and CsOH.The
total cesium concentration for the limiting case is therefore approxi-
mately 3 x 10'4 cm-3, which corresponds to a minimum mole fraction of
about 10-5 in the inlet gas stream.This is about two orders of
magnitude below the number density obtained when a cesium solution is
atomized into the inlet gas.As such, minimum seed density is not
likely to be an issue in application of this method, except in the case
of very thin flames.The sufficiently large (al) product also elimi-
nates any effect of temperature on excited state populations.Although
temperature dependent population differences would affect the relative
absorption coefficients at the two transition wavelengths, both values
are always large enough that their effect on the ratio calculation in
equation (4.2) is negligible.51
In the experiments reported here, the filament temperature calibra-
tion represents the greatest uncertainty.The calibration is sensitive
to accurate knowledge of tungsten emissivity for the actual filament,
correct filter transmittance values over all wavelengths, and the trans-
mission characteristics of the quartz envelope.There is also uncer-
tainty in the peak heights which affects the ratio used to calculate
flame temperature.Using the method of Kline and McClintock (1953),
these errors can be traced to determine their effect on the final tem-
perature calculation.In the worst case, lamp voltages between 60 and
90 V have errors in the filament temperature of ±30 K.This affects the
two background brightness temperatures Tbi and Tb2 through equation
(4.4).The uncertainty in the brightness temperature can be found from
11--)Tb
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=
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In the range of values being used here, the resulting uncertainty in the
two brightness temperatures is ±24 K.Both temperatures will be in
error in the same direction, however, and this lessens the ultimate
effect on the final flame temperature.The result will also depend to a
great extent on the region of operation on the R vs. T curve.Because
equation (4.2) cannot be solved analytically for 7-1 as a function of R,
conventional methods cannot be used to estimate the uncertainty in 7-1
due to that in the two brightness temperatures.For the values reported
here, the numerical solution of R was repeated for several measurements
with Tbl andTb2varying over the range of their uncertainty. The
resultant uncertainty in the final flame temperature is estimated at ±15
K when the lamp is operated in the region corresponding to the flame I
and II measurements.52
The error in R caused by the uncertainty in measurement of the peak
heights will also vary depending on the region of operation on the
curve.The peak at 894 nm has the greater uncertainty due to decreased
detector sensitivity, as described in Section 3.5.For the measurements
reported here the 894 nm peak height uncertainty is estimated at ±10 %.
The resulting effect on reported flame temperature is approximately ±7
K.
The accuracy of the final results depends on the steepness of the R
versus T1 curve in the area of operation.If the flame temperature is
far below 7-1 or far above Tb2, accuracy is sacrificed.Ways to
improve the operating range by increasing the spread between 7-bi and
Tb2 were discussed in Section 4.3.As long as care is taken to operate
within the prescribed region, the relative change in R for a given tem-
perature change will be large enough to make this a negligible source of
error.
Thomas (1968a) and others (Daily and Kruger, 1976) have discussed
the effects of a cool boundary layer on the final results of line rever-
sal temperature measurements.Where thick boundary layers exist, cor-
rections are possible to account for the increased absorption (Strong
and Bundy, 1954b).The effect of a cool boundary layer is to reabsorb
the radiation emitted at the center of the line.However, cooler gases
have a much lower cesium atom concentration and this weakens the effect.
Because both peaks are affected to the same extent, the peak ratio is
not substantially changed.This is an advantage over traditional line
reversal, where self absorption caused by a boundary layer affects the
source balance point.For the experimental data reported here, flat53
flames were used with temperatures that vary little in the transverse
direction.The contribution of boundary layer effects was negligible
compared to the overall error.
4.5 Conclusions
Using a filtered reference source and monitoring two closely spaced
transition lines, flame temperatures can be determined by line reversal
without balancing the source.Flame temperatures as much as 200 K
higher than the source brightness temperature can be measured, and the
system can be fully automated without sacrificing temporal resolution.
Errors can be minimized by using an accurately calibrated reference
source and selecting filters carefully.The method is well suited for
measuring cesium-seeded flames.Other Group IA elements can also be
used with appropriate choice of filter, spectrograph grating density,
and detector sensitivity.54
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES
THROUGH SEEDED DIFFUSION FLAMES
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, a study of Lorentz-induced mixing of planar diffusion
flames will be described in detail.However, this study first requires
an understanding of how flames behave when subjected to strong electric
fields.Extensive work with electric currents in premixed flames has
been reported in the literature, but the current-carrying properties of
planar diffusion flames have not previously been characterized.In this
chapter the results of an investigation of the electrical characteris-
tics of a cesium-seeded methane/oxygen diffusion flame are reported.
The effects of electrode gap and location downstream of the burner exit
plane are examined.Predictions of the expected temperature rise during
each arc mode are made based on theoretical considerations; optically
measured temperatures in the discharge region are reported and compared
with predicted values.
5.2 Experimental Results and Discussion
The burner used in this study is the planar diffusion burner which
was described in Chapter 3.Parallel streams of methane and oxygen
issue from long, narrow slots with equal velocity.A shroud of inert
gas surrounds the reactants to stabilize the flame and prevent interac-
tion with room air.An electric potential is applied across graphite
electrodes located downstream of the burner exit plane.
During early experiments, it quickly became apparent that there
were two distinct modes of operation of the electrical discharge.This
is similar to the observations in premixed flames that were reported by55
Ulherr and Walsh (1971), who dubbed the lower current discharge "mode A"
and the higher current discharge "mode B."Although there are some dif-
ferences between these mode descriptions and those observed in the dif-
fusion flames, enough similarities exist to warrant adoption of the same
nomenclature to differentiate the two types of discharges observed in
this study.The electrical characteristics of the two discharge modes
are quite different.Although both modes will be discussed here, the
higher current B mode is of primary interest and its properties will be
emphasized.
As the electric field across the flame is gradually increased from
0, there is no observed change or significant current flow until an
applied voltage between 230 and 320 V is reached (depending on the elec-
trode position).At this point the A mode discharge begins at currents
of 30 to 80 mA.The same behavior that Ulherr and Walsh reported is
seen, with a small bright spot which appears to flicker around on the
anode surface.As the voltage is increased the current increases line-
arly until a sudden transition to the B mode discharge occurs.A five-
to ten-fold current increase is seen and the appearance of the discharge
changes considerably.Whereas the visible portion of the B mode dis-
charge in premixed flames extends completely between the electrodes, in
the diffusion flame it does not.An extremely bright region surrounds
the cathode and extends approximately 1/3 of the way across the elec-
trode gap.A less intense bright spot is seen at the anode.As the
applied voltage is increased, the bright region extends farther across
the gap, but it never bridges the gap entirely.In a few configurations
with a very small electrode gap, a third mode corresponding essentially
to a short circuit was occasionally established.Here the conductivity56
of the gases rose sharply with increased temperature, yielding an
extremely high current arc between the electrodes with almost no voltage
drop.This type of high temperature contracted arc is described by Kar-
lovitz (1962).This behavior is quite undesirable due to its limited
practical use, and it was avoided during these experiments.
In premixed flame studies, the most important electrode parameter
is the gap between the anode and cathode.The geometry of these systems
is usually such that the electric field is oriented parallel to the flow
direction, so increased gap corresponds to the anode being positioned
farther downstream.In the present configuration, however, the field is
aligned perpendicular to the flow direction.Thus, in addition to gap
length, another important parameter is the location of the electrodes
downstream of the burner exit.This distance relates to a characteris-
tic time in the development of the flame region.
In any discharge system, a voltage drop occurs at either or both
electrodes.Because the total applied voltage across the electrodes is
measured, it is necessary to estimate the fraction of this total which
takes place across the flame itself.The method used in this estimation
is that described by Fells et al. (1967) in their premixed flame study.
For a fixed value of flame current, the total applied voltage is plotted
versus electrode gap.This is a relatively flat linear relationship
which, when extrapolated to zero gap, yields the voltage drop associated
with the electrodes alone.Figures 5.1 and 5.2, for modes A and B
respectively, show the extrapolations used to determine electrode drop.
Despite the much larger currents measured in the B mode, the electrode
drops are in the same range as for the A mode.The drop voltage
increases linearly with current for both modes in the range of interest,350
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as shown in Figure 5.3.This differs from observations reported in pre-
mixed flames (Fells et al., 1967; Ulherr and Walsh, 1971) where anode
fall voltage was seen to decrease slightly with increased current.In
both cases, however, the effect is small relative to the overall elec-
trode drop.
The voltage-current characteristic curves reported in the litera-
ture for premixed flames vary widely.In some cases the slope is posi-
tive (Lapp and Rich, 1963) while in others it is negative (Ulherr and
Walsh, 1971).The variation in reported behavior can be explained on
the following basis.Initially current increases from zero approxi-
mately according to Ohm's law, giving a positive slope.At higher cur-
rents, Joule heating of the gas column raises its conductivity to the
point where an increase in current is obtained at nearly constant
voltage, and the characteristic flattens.At larger currents, the con-
ductivity increases at a higher rate and a negative slope is observed.
In the diffusion flame experiments described here, the characteris-
tic is positive and quite linear in the region studied, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.4.This is again attributable to the orientation of the electric
field transverse to the gas flow direction.The region through which
the discharge passes is continually being filled with fresh gases while
Joule heated gases are swept downstream.This configuration precludes
the buildup of energy in the arc region which is necessary for develop-
ment of temperatures (and thus conductivities) high enough to give a
negative voltage-current characteristic.60
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It is interesting to note that the continual sweeping of conductive
gases downstream causes the hottest flame region to occur not directly
between the electrodes, but several mm downstream.This hotter region
is more conductive, and the path taken by the discharge is determined by
a balance between higher conductivity and greater path length.This
behavior is confirmed with temperature measurements and is discussed in
more detail later in this section.
In Figure 5.4 the experimentally obtained voltage-current charac-
teristics of the B mode are plotted for several electrode configura-
tions.Because of uncertainty about the cross-sectional dimensions of
the discharge region, flame current is plotted on the abscissa instead
of current density.Voltages are those across the flame only.The
three lower curves represent a constant gap of 1 cm, with the location
downstream of the burner exit plane varied from 0.4 to 1 cm.The con-
ductivity of the gas increases farther from the exit as the flame devel-
ops, its temperature increases, and the zone of hot reactants and
products grows in size.Plotted in the top curve of Figure 5.4 for
comparison is the curve obtained when the electrode gap was increased to
1.5 cm.These data were taken at the position closest to the burner
exit (x=0.4 cm).As expected, this increases the voltage required to
sustain a given current because the path length (and thus total
resistance of the flame) increases.Characteristic curves for the A
mode exhibited similar behavior as a function of electrode location,
although the slopes of the lines were less consistent than those seen in
the B mode.63
Because they carry substantially different currents at similar
voltage drops, one of the major differences between the two discharge
modes is the power input to the flame.This results in type B flames
having temperatures much higher than type A flames do in the region near
and downstream of the electrodes.Theoretical prediction of flame tem-
peratures is rendered difficult by the complexity of the flame geometry,
interaction with the electrodes (which themselves lose heat by
conduction), and uncertainty about the cross-sectional dimensions of the
current path.It is useful, however, to make simplifying assumptions
and estimate the expected flame temperature in the discharge region for
both modes.
The total power input to the flame is easily calculated from the
voltage/current measurements.The crucial question is whether the volt-
age drop considered should be that through the flame alone, or the total
voltage including the electrode drop.Lapp and Rich (1963) estimated
temperatures in premixed flames by considering the two voltages as
bounding values.They found that at lower power inputs it was more
appropriate to disregard the electrode drop, while the contribution of
the electrode drop was sizeable at higher power inputs.In the diffu-
sion flame, the electrodes sit near the flame edge and extend beyond the
flame into the surrounding inert shroud, so there is considerable heat
loss via conduction.The electrode drop voltage probably results mainly
in energy input to the electrode surface, which increases the conductive
loss and results in little net enthalpy increase in the flame.The
lower voltage (corresponding to the drop through the flame alone) is
therefore used to estimate flame temperatures.Two different approaches64
are taken in making these estimates, but each gives a reasonable predic-
tion of the experimentally measured temperatures.Calculations are made
for typical discharges of 100 mA/50 V for mode A and 1000 mA/50 V for
mode B.
From the total power input, the average temperature rise of a vol-
ume of gas can be calculated knowing its heat capacity:
frft C p dT =
(5.1)
The problem is determining what mass flowrate should be considered.The
gases flowing through the relatively thin discharge region are not the
only ones being heated, since there is considerable heat transfer to the
neighboring methane and air streams.Considering the total mass flow-
rate for the CH4, 02, and N2 would give an unreasonably low estimate of
the temperature increase in the discharge region, since the input energy
is not uniformly distributed across the entire flow region.The mass
flowrate is therefore taken as that of the reactants (neglecting the
inert gas) and is 0.04 g/s, which is expected to yield an average
temperature increase for the reactants.Although the heat capacity is a
function of temperature, it varies less than 4% from the mean value (2.1
J/g-K) in the region of interest, so temperature dependence is
neglected.This results in a AT of 60 K for the type A discharge and
595 K for the type B discharge.Increases larger than the calculated
values would be expected near the discharge.In the unburned reactant
flowstreams farther from the flame, the temperature increase should be
lower than the calculated value.65
As an alternate approach, the power input can be compared to the
enthalpy of combustion of the original reaction.The enthalpy increase
results in a higher theoretical temperature, which can be calculated.
Corrections can then be made to take into account the fact that the
actual flame is below this theoretical temperature, owing to its small
size and substantial end losses.
It is first necessary to estimate the fraction of the total CH4
inlet mass flowrate that is consumed in the region of the flame sheet
influenced by the discharge.Referring to the geometry in Figure 5.5,
the mass diffusion rate of methane into the flame sheet is:
d rndi" PCH4
CH4 Dru
dA --(s/2)
(5.2)
For unit depth into the page, a differential amount of massdrnflows
through a differential areadA = ( 1 )(dx).Equation (5.2) is integrated
to yield:
2DcH4P cH4
TTtdiff
(5.3)
The fraction of the total methane mass flowrate consumed between posi-
tions x1 and x2 downstream of the exit plane is:
cltf f 2D CH 4P CH 4(X 2 X 1)
rficH4 PCH4LICH4A s/ot S
(5.4)
Using the method of collision integrals and Lennard-Jones potentials
(Cussler, 1984) the diffusion coefficient of methane into the flame zone
(DCH4) is/calculated as 8 cm2/s.The flame zone thickness s is approx-
imately 0.5 cm, and the volumetric flowrate 0,H44siotis 20 cm3/s.The
discharge height (x2 x1 ) is estimated at 0.7 cm and C*114is measured66
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Figure 5.5Diffusion of Methane into the Flame Zone67
at 2100 K.From equation (5.4), approximately 16% of the methane is
consumed in the region of the discharge.The power input from the dis-
charge is converted to a rate per unit mass which is added to the
enthalpy per unit mass of products in the flame reaction.A correction
is made for losses which lower the flame temperature below its theoreti-
cal maximum and a new temperature is calculated from equilibrium consid-
erations.The resulting AT is 100 K for the mode A case and 635 K for
the mode B case.These estimates are of the same order as those
calculated above by considering an increase in bulk enthalpy.
Actual temperature measurements compare well with the predictions.
The flame temperature just above the electrodes was measured with no
discharge and under conditions of each discharge mode.Under conditions
of no discharge, the method described in Chapter 4 was employed.Using
simultaneous monitoring of the cesium doublet at 852 and 894 nm, the
flame temperature was measured at 2340 K.For temperature measurements
during the discharges, a different approach was used.First, the inten-
sity of the 852 nm emission peak was recorded at the known flame temper-
ature of 2340 K.With the discharge established, the intensity of the
same peak was again determined.If sufficient optical depth is insured
(e.g. by viewing the flame from its end) an estimate of the discharge
temperature can be obtained from the ratio of the two intensities:
Td =
1-in(Id
\If)
(5.5)
Figure 5.6 shows superimposed emission versus wavelength curves for the
three cases (no discharge, and A and B mode discharges).From the
intensity ratios and equation (5.5), mode A and B temperatures are
2465 K and 3020 K, respectively.The measured mode A AT is thus 125 K,68
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Figure 5.6Emission Spectra of Flame With (a) No Discharge; (b) Mode A
Discharge; (c) Mode B Discharge69
compared with estimated values of 60 K and 100 K by the two methods.
For the mode B discharge AT is measured at 680 K, versus estimates of
595 K and 635 K.
It was previously mentioned that the hottest region of the flame is
not located directly between the electrodes, but downstream slightly.
This is due to the Joule heated gases constantly being swept downstream
of the discharge volume.The burner configuration precludes optical
temperature measurement parallel to the flame sheet in the zone directly
between the electrodes.The flame temperature about 1 mm above the top
of the electrodes is the closest measurement possible.Optical tempera-
ture measurements perpendicular to the flame sheet were attempted, but
the optical depth was not sufficient to provide meaningful quantitative
results.Qualitatively, however, it could be seen that the cesium emis-
sion intensity was a maximum approximately 5 to 6 mm downstream of the
electrode centerline.
5.3 Conclusions
When an electric field is imposed across a planar diffusion flame,
the resulting current discharge can take on two different forms.Both
the low and high current modes exhibit similar electrical characteris-
tics, with the latter sustaining current about an order of magnitude
larger than the former.The most important electrode parameter is
position downstream of the burner exit plane.At locations very near
the exit, the flame has not developed sufficient temperature to conduct
effectively.The effect of increasing electrode gap is quite predict-
able because the planar flame is essentially uniform in the field direc-
tion.70
Estimates of the temperature increase during discharge, made with
two different approaches, give a reasonable prediction of the measured
values.The high current B mode discharge results in a much greater
power input to the flame and thus substantially higher flame tempera-
tures than the low current A mode.71
6. LORENTZ-ENHANCED MIXING OF SEEDED DIFFUSION FLAMES
6.1 Introduction
Diffusion controlled burning is one way of releasing the heat nec-
essary for energy generation, propulsion, and space heating.The rate
of combustion at the interface between co-flowing, laminar streams is
controlled by molecular diffusion into the flame zone.To improve the
combustion rate, "bulk" mixing of the reactants must be introduced.
Typically this has been accomplished by inducing turbulence through some
physical method (e.g. placing a rod in the reactant stream), thus
enhancing the transport of the reactants to the interface.However, it
may be preferable at times to promote this bulk movement of reactants
without physically invading the flow stream.One means of accomplishing
this is with externally applied electric and magnetic fields.
The bulk mixing referred to in this chapter is the movement of one
reactant into the region occupied by the other.Molecular mixing still
takes place at the interface.However, to enhance the overall combus-
tion rate there must be macroscopic movement of one of the reactants
into the other.At the flame sheet interface between two co-flowing
reactants, this bulk mixing may be induced by "wiggling" the interface.
This would lead to small, alternate displacements of the fuel and oxi-
dizer and result in an inter-penetration of these reactants.Alter-
nately, if large displacements of the flame sheet can be achieved the
inter-penetration will result in bulk transport of one of the reactants
into the other, providing mixing on the macroscopic scale.72
To accomplish this type of mixing, a body force must be generated
on the gases within the flame sheet.If the electrical conductivity of
the gas is sufficiently high it can act as a conductor and carry cur-
rent.The flame can therefore be subjected to induced body forces in
the same manner as a copper wire when an appropriately oriented magnetic
field is present.A technique has been investigated which exploits this
effect to oscillate a planar diffusion flame.The result is an enhanced
mixing effect using only non-invasive, externally applied fields.
6.2 Theoretical Development
Figure 6.1 depicts a volume of gas (or section of a flame sheet)
under the influence of a transverse Lorentz force.It will be acceler-
ated until some terminal lateral velocity is reached, representing a
balance between the induced body force and an opposing drag force.
The magnitude and direction of the Lorentz body force are given by
the vector cross product of the current density (j) and the magnetic
flux density (B):
fLorentz=x B (6.1)
In the present case, calculation of the j x B force is straightforward
because the current direction and magnetic field lines are at right
angles to one another.The magnitude of the force experienced by the
volume of ionized gas is
FLorentz =j BV B(s lb)
(6.2)
The physical dimensions of the gas volume undergoing the acceleration
are shown in Figure 6.1.73
Figure 6.1Flame Sheet Under the Influence of a Transverse Lorentz
Force74
The force opposing this j x B effect comes from drag on the moving
flame sheet.Assuming the sheet to be impermeable, the drag force is
given by
2 *2
P *Zlat
(1b)C DP
Iat
F drag, p'-"D2 2
(6.3)
where p* is the density of the gas through which the flame is moving and
tiatis the lateral velocity with which the flame moves.The lateral
acceleration can then be found by dividing the difference between the
above two forces by the mass of the volume element:
tB alatp iSb
P*CDviat
2pis
(6.4)
This acceleration is simply the time derivative of viat.If a period of
time which is short relative to the oscillation period of the current is
analyzed, the time dependence of the current can be neglected.A small
time interval when the current is near its maximum value (speak) will be
considered.The validity of this assumption will be verified after the
final relation has been derived.Equation (6.4) is separated and
integrated to yield
iv-ip.akBp-cp,atN-iduia,
=
Jopisb ( 2pisj
dt
(6.5)
Note that the drag coefficient is treated as a constant in this develop-
ment.In order for this to be valid, an appropriately averaged value
for C:, must be used.Equation (6.5) is integrated to yield an
expression for the final lateral velocity of the gas after it passes
through the current-carrying region, assuming it starts from rest:(at
ppuh
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The first term on the right represents the terminal velocity of the
flame sheet given a sufficiently large accelerating distance.The
second term takes into account the finite time required for this
acceleration.For values of the tanh argument greater than four, the
resulting expression simply reduces to the terminal velocity of the
flame sheet.For the experiments described here, the time required to
reach terminal velocity from rest is on the order of 0.002 s.The total
time that a volume of gas is exposed to the driving force depends on the
exit velocity of the reactant gases from the burner, and is on the order
of 0.020 sin these experiments.It is therefore quite reasonable to
assume that terminal velocity is reached.
The expression in equation (6.6) can now be used to verify the
assumptions made when equation (6.5) was integrated.If the terminal
value is quickly achieved, the lateral gas velocity will track the cur-
rent with little lag.This is the case in the present analysis.An
appropriately averaged current during the time the conductive gas volume
is under acceleration can therefore be used in the derived relationship.
During the integration the maximum value (t,,k) was used, which will be
shown to be a reasonable assumption.The period of time that will be
used in the flame analysis is the shortest allowed by the video record-
ing method.For this study, time periods as short as 0.002 s could be
analyzed (this is discussed in more detail in the next section).The
period of the alternating current is 0.0167 s, so during a 0.002 s span
centered about the maximum its value will be nearly constant and close76
to its peak value.The small error which is introduced by making the
simplification that current is constant at its peak value is quantified
in Section 6.4.
To examine the variation of t,, with magnetic flux density, a new
variable is defined:
11=
2ipeak
bla*CD)
Rewriting equation (6.6) in terms ofI1:
1, =X1132 tanh
1(1peakt
rip1Sb )
From this expression, the maximum lateral velocity varies with the
square root of B, with all other parameters held constant:
b at=11B2
(6.7)
(6.8)
6.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
To produce the forces necessary for enhanced mixing the magnetic
and electric fields must be properly oriented relative to the gas flow.
A magnetic flux density of up to 0.035 T (350 gauss) is generated by the
external coil (described in Chapter 3) such that the B lines run paral-
lel to the gas flow.An electric field is applied across graphite elec-
trodes positioned near the burner exit.The electrodes extend into the
flame sheet, where the gas conductivity is high enough for about 1 A of
current to flow at a total applied voltage of 220 V.With this configu-
ration the Lorentz force generated on the flame sheet is normal to the
flow, and is consequently directed so as to promote bulk movement of the77
reactant streams into one another.Application of an a.c. voltage
across the electrodes results in a time-varying Lorentzforce which acts
to move the flame sheet alternately toward the fuel and the oxidizer
streams.For these experiments the field was generated with a 280 V
Variac with an oscillation frequency of 60 Hz.
Once a seeded diffusion flame was initiated at the burner exit, the
a.c. voltage across the electrodes was graduallyincreased until a cur-
rent path was established through the flame, usually at about 280 V.
Once the conduction path was initiated and the graphite electrodes
heated up the voltage could be decreased, with the total applied poten-
tial across the electrodes being about 220 V rms.The current through
the electromagnet was then gradually increased from 0 to 0.032 T (0 to
320 gauss) during an experiment, which lasted about 30 seconds.
During the experiments the flame sheet was oscillated at 60 Hz, so
its shape could not be discerned visually.To record the effects of the
Lorentz force a high-speed video camera was used to capture images of
the flame while the magnetic field was increased to its maximum value.
The video system has been described in Chapter 3.The recordings were
then replayed at a slower rate for analysis of the events of interest
and to confirm the existence of the predicted behavior.Additionally,
the video footage was analyzed quantitatively using frame grabbing
equipment and image analysis software, as described in Chapter 3.
Frames were individually examined, transverse flame displacements were
measured, and lateral velocities were inferred from the known frame
rate.78
A planar CH4/02 diffusion flame was subjected to Lorentz mixing
under the influence of various magnetic field strengths.The video
recording that was made during the experiment was viewed during slow-
speed replay at rates of 30 and 4 frames per second (17 and 125 times
slower than the actual experiment, respectively).Individual frames
were also analyzed sequentially at each of seven magnetic flux densi-
ties.
With no magnetic field applied, a stable wedge of luminous gases
rose vertically above the burner slot.A discharge was established
across the flame and the area near burner exit became brighter.The
shape of the product zone remained vertical.When a small magnetic
field was applied, the flame began to oscillate left and right at the
frequency of the driving a.c. current and the onset of a sinusoidal pat-
tern could be seen.Figure 6.2 is a typical image showing the luminous
product gases in the reaction zone.A complete cycle of the sine wave
can be seen in the products above the burner exit.In Figure 6.3, the
outline of the flame shape has been represented with line drawings to
show a time sequence of the flame behavior in a low (0.016 T) magnetic
field.The sequence represents one complete oscillation, or 1/60 s.
The elapsed time between the images shown in Figure 6.3 is 0.004 s.
As the voltage across the electromagnet was increased the amplitude
of the transverse oscillations (and thus the lateral velocity of the
luminous region) also increased.When the magnetic flux density was
further increased, the flow field was violently disrupted as the flame
front was thrown far beyond the burner exit slots.The flame began to79
Figure 6.2A Typical Oscillating Flame8
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curl back upon itself and was sometimes broken apart into separate reac-
tion regions.Figure 6.4 represents a time sequence of the flame behav-
ior in a high (0.032 T) magnetic field.Again, the sequence represents
one complete oscillation and the elapsed time between the images is
0.004 s.In Figure 6.5, typical images at four different field
strengths are shown to indicate the increase in lateral amplitude as
magnetic flux density increases.
Numerous series of video frames, representing the flame behavior at
a variety of magnetic flux densities, were analyzed to determinemaximum
lateral gas velocities.The lateral flame velocity will track the wave-
form of the current, reaching a maximum magnitude twice per cycle.
Velocity was inferred from the lateral distance moved between two
successive frames.The elapsed time between frames was 0.002 s; the
driving frequency of the flame (60 Hz) corresponds to 0.0167 s per flame
oscillation.It therefore takes 8-1/3 video frames to capture a com-
plete cycle of the flame, and the video frames will not always be
aligned with maximum current events.The flame motion between two
successive frames can therefore only be expected to accurately capture
the maximum lateral velocity every third flame cycle.This misalignment
is represented graphically in Figure 6.6.It was therefore important to
examine three successive flame cycles and use the largest measured
velocity as the most accurate representation of the true value.The
distance traveled by the flame front between two well-chosen successive
frames will then give a reasonable estimate of the maximum lateral
velocity of the flame, subject to the considerations discussed in the
next section.8
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Figure 6.5Four Flames at Increasing Magnetic Fields (a) No Field;
(b) 80 gauss; (c) 160 gauss; (d) 320 gauss84
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Figure 6.7 shows the experimental lateral velocities at seven dif-
ferent magnetic flux densities, calculated from video image analysis.
Also plotted in the figure are the theoretical velocity curves described
by equation (6.8) for three different values of the parameter q ,which
is a function of the peak current, drag coefficient, air density, and
current path height.For the experimental data the peak current was 1.3
A.A drag coefficient of 1is used, corresponding to that for an
impermeable sheet.Taking the air density at 1000 K gives a value of
0.353 kg /m3.The height of the current path is not precisely known but
is estimated to be 0.008 m, giving q of approximately 30.The exper-
imental data agree well with the trend predicted from theory and fall
near the center curve, where q= 30.
6.4 Error Analysis
Using the method of Kline and McClintock (1953), the uncertainty in
the calculated value q can be estimated for the experimental condi-
tions.The values used in the calculation and their estimated uncer-
tainties are speak = 1.3 ± 0.1 A; p* = 0.353 ± 0.060 kg/m3;
b = 0.008 ± 0.002 m; and CD = 1.0 ± 0.2.Most of the uncertainty in rl
comes from the inability to measure the height of the current path (b),
and from the simplification that the drag coefficient (CD) is that of
an impermeable sheet.The resulting uncertainty in the calculated q is
approximately 18%, so the calculated value is expected to lie in the
range 25 to 36.
Error is introduced into the measurements of the video images in
three ways.The first stems from the fact that distances are measured
during image analysis using a calibrated caliper tool on the screen.0 50 100 150 200 250 300
MAGNETIC FIELD (gauss)
Figure 6.7Experimental and Theoretical Lateral Velocities
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The distance has error introduced because the flame edge is not pre-
cisely defined, making the caliper location subjective.Repeated mea-
surements on the same image gave distances with repeatability within
about 3%, which is small relative to other uncertainties.
The second source of error in the image analysis comes from the
assumption that the maximum flame velocity can be accurately captured by
viewing two well-chosen sequential frames.The time interval between
frames is 0.002 s.If this were to capture an interval perfectly cen-
tered about the peak of the a.c. current, the average current could be
found from:
laue
0.001
f,
°avas, 120rity] dt
-0ml
r0.001
J Cit
0.001
(6.9)
The average current would thus be 2.4% lower than the true maximum,
resulting in a velocity measured in the video that would be 1.2% below
the instantaneous maximum.This effect is negligible compared to the
uncertainty due to other considerations.
The third consideration in the video image measurements relates to
the assumed synchronization of the video frames with the a.c. driving
force.As discussed in the previous section and described by Figure
6.6, every third cycle gives a higher velocity and is considered to
coincide with the voltage peak.In the worst case, the highest velocity
cycle could be displaced from the maximum by 1/6 of a frame, or
3.33x10-4 s.If the integration limits on equation (6.9) are changed
accordingly, the average current during one frame will be 3.1% below the88
peak value.This results in a measured velocity 1.6% below the instan-
taneous value, which is still negligible compared to the uncertainty
from other sources.
The final consideration in the error analysis is the uncertainty in
the magnetic flux density.As shown in Figure 3.7, the field was quite
linear with applied coil voltage.The coil voltage was measured with an
estimated uncertainty of ±3 %.When this is considered together with the
uncertainty in the estimate of the height above the coil, the resulting
uncertainty in the flux density is ±6 %.
6.5 Conclusions
A method has been investigated for mixing co-flowing reactant
streams without physically invading the flow field.Properly oriented
electric and magnetic fields are applied, resulting in an induced body
force which can be used to manipulate a diffusion flame sheet.Induced
lateral velocities have been observed which compare well with theoreti-
cal predictions.Lateral velocities of magnitudes large enough to
induce bulk mixing were easily obtained, indicating that the method
could potentially be applied for enhanced mixing in high-speed flows
with shorter residence times.89
7. SUMMARY
The effects of seeding a flame with trace quantities of an alkali
element have been explored.The addition of a seed alters the flame's
optical and electrical properties because alkalis have a lone electron
in their outermost shell.They have strong emission spectra and ionize
readily, thereby altering the properties of the entire flame although
they comprise only a small fraction of its volume.
The emission characteristics of alkali-seeded flames make them ame-
nable to optical temperature measurement techniques.A new method for
measuring flame temperatures has been developed based on these
principles.By monitoring the two resonance lines of the alkali element
and subjecting each to different optical filtering, flame temperature
can be inferred.The primary advantage of the new technique over those
previously described is that it does not require adjustment of the back-
ground comparison radiation source.Other methods that have previously
been reported which also share this advantage lack in temporal
resolution.This is not a concern with the new method presented here.
One drawback of even the new method is that it cannot presently
capture transient phenomena of very short duration.This is primarily
an equipment limitation of the spectrographic instruments currently in
use.Because the individual channels of the detector are scanned seri-
ally over a period of 0.015 ms, the two peaks being analyzed are
recorded at slightly different times.This problem could be alleviated
by using a detector which scans the channels in parallel.Also, the
current detector loses sensitivity rapidly at the higher wavelength
being monitored.This necessitates time averaging of about 100 scans to90
sufficiently increase the signal to noise ratio.If a detector which
was more sensitive in the near infrared region were used, the need to
time average could potentially be eliminated.Another possible scenario
involves time averaging of a gated signal which has been synchronized to
the period of the oscillating event being captured.
The addition of alkali seed to a flame also increases its electri-
cal conductivity by several orders of magnitude.This allows a current
to be passed through a flame at normal flame temperatures.The current
carrying properties of planar diffusion flames have been studied and
found to compare in many ways with those previously reported for pre-
mixed flames.Characterization of the electrical properties of diffu-
sion flames was necessary for the work carried out here, but should also
prove useful for related work in the field.
It has also been shown that electric and magnetic fields can be
used to manipulate a diffusion flame and enhance mixing.Both theoreti-
cal considerations and experimental results support the feasibility of
this process.A planar flame was subjected to induced Lorentz forces
which were oscillated to enhance bulk mixing of the reactants.The mag-
nitude of the forces developed was sufficient to greatly disrupt the
laminar flow field.
The enhancement of bulk mixing was verified visually from high-
speed video images.In the future it would also be interesting to
explore the mixing effect more quantitatively, for example with
measurements of temperature and/or species concentrations throughout the
flame region.The high frequency of the transient events would require
exploring some of the previously discussed changes to the temperature
measurement technique.91
The real interest in a method which enhances mixing is for high-
speed flows.The next logical step in pursuing this technique would
involve both theoretical and experimental work with higher speed flames
than those studied here, to determine whether similar enhancement can be
achieved.It would be interesting to generate a complete transient
numerical model of the low-speed flow system, using the experimental
results to verify the numerical model.Higher speed flames could then
be modeled numerically to explore the possible effectiveness of subject-
ing them to Lorentz-enhanced mixing.If the prospects looked promising,
the numerical model could also be used for experimental planning and
design prior to construction of a higher speed facility.92
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APPENDIX A
NOMENCLATURE
ue,=lateral acceleration
ip=area perpendicular to direction of motion
As/at=area of fuel slot of diffusion burner
b=height of current carrying region of gas
B=magnetic flux density
C =second radiation constant = 0.014388 m-K
CD=drag coefficient of flame sheet
Cp=heat capacity of gas
dbead=diameter of thermocouple bead
DcH4=diffusion coefficient of methane into flame zone
fLorentz=Lorentz body force per unit volume
Fdrag=drag force on moving flame sheet
FLorentz=Lorentz body force
=current through flame
[=radiation intensity
j=current density through flame
k=thermal conductivity of gas
=length of optical path through flame; length of current
path through flame
rig=mass flowrate96
incH,=burner mass flowrate of methane
diffusion mass flowrate into reaction zone
heat flux
ratio of peak heights at NI and N2
thickness of current carrying region of gas
time
rntff=
Q=
R=
s=
t=
t X I=net transmission through color filter and first lens at
lower transition wavelength
T=temperature
tc=inlet velocity
Lisa=lateral flame sheet velocity
t'=voltage across flame; volume of gas
LvT,=uncertainty in brightness temperature
tvTia=uncertainty in filament temperature
x=measure of position in flame
Greek
a =absorption coefficient of gas
AI =peak height above background spectrum
AT =temperature difference
=emissivity of thermocouple bead
ex.Tfa=emissivity of filament at a given wavelength and
temperature
=wavelength
T1=proportionality constant in velocity/magnetic field
relation (defined on page 76)97
=density
a=Stefan-Boltzman constant = 5.67 x 10-8 W/m2-10
0=stoichiometric equivalence ratio of flame
Subscripts
aue=average value during a given time interval of a.c. cycle
b=brightness temperature of radiation source (lamp)
(:144=referring to flowrate of methane only
cond=conduction
corm=convection
cl=with discharge through flame
f=flame
f//=filament temperature of radiation source (lamp)
peak=maximum value during a.c. cycle
rad=radiation
tc=thermocouple
1=lower transition wavelength of alkali doublet; lower
position in diffusion flame
2=upper transition wavelength of alkali doublet; upper
position in diffusion flame
co=ambient
Superscripts
=measured at temperature just outside flame
o=measured at standard conditions98
APPENDIX B
ASYST DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM
*********************************************************************
Signal Averaging Routine for Spectrometer
\ This program allows ASYST to Interface to EG&G PARC
\ Spectrometer Model 1461 with GPIB address 12.
\ It produces a continuously averaged scan of the spectrometer
\ output and displays it graphically.The user inputs the number
\ of scans to be averaged.The program also can be used for
\ directly sending 1461 commands or for performing ASYST
\ commands.
\ Written by:Heidi Pattee
\ Last update: October 3, 1991
\ Requirements:ASYST version 1.53 or greater
ASYST module 4
IBM PC\XT\AT or compatible
GPIB Interface Board compatible with ASYST
(see ASYST documentation for list)
\ Note:ASYST must be properly configured for the intended GPIB
board before loading this program.The GPIB board and
its handler software must also be properly installed on
the host system.
\ Directions:
1.Load this program.Then type "GO" to start it.
2.Make sure you are in CAPS LOCK mode.
\ Acknowledgement:ASYST is a trademark of Macmillan Software Co.
VARIABLE DECLARATIONS
INTEGER SCALAR S.POLL \ SERIAL POLL RESPONSE
INTEGER DIM[ 8 ] ARRAY S.POLL.BIT \ ARRAY OF S.POLL BITS
75 STRING CMD.OUT
75 STRING RESPONSEREAL DIM[ 513] ARRAY DATA
REAL DIM[ 513] ARRAY BACKGROUND
REAL DIM[ 513] ARRAY DATASM
REAL SCALAR RATIO
INTEGER SCALAR N
INTEGER SCALAR M
INTEGER DIM[ 25000 ] ARRAY BUFF.ARRAY
INTEGER SCALAR RSP.CTR
INTEGER SCALAR OLD.CTR
INTEGER SCALAR REPEATS
INTEGER SCALAR SUBTRACT.FLAG
REAL SCALAR TB1 REAL SCALAR T.A REAL SCALAR R.A
REAL SCALAR TB2 REAL SCALAR T.B REAL SCALAR R.B
REAL SCALAR T.MID REAL SCALAR R.MID REAL SCALAR C2
REAL SCALAR LAMBDA1
REAL SCALAR LAMBDA2
INTEGER SCALAR TFLAME
1 STRING CMP.CHR
" CMP.CHR ":=
:INIT.PGM
NORMAL.DISPLAY
STACK.CLEAR
8 3 FIX.FORMAT
12" GPIB.DEVICE DEVI" "EXEC
10000 TIMEOUT
SEND. INTERFACE.CLEAR
REMOTE. ENABLE. ON
13 EOS.CHARACTER
EOS.ON
" DD 13;DA 4;ET .015"
CMD.OUT ":=
0 DATA :=
0 BACKGROUND :=
0 SUBTRACT.FLAG :=
1 REPEATS :=
0 TB1 := 0 TB2 := 852E-9 LAMBDA1 := 894E-9 LAMBDA2 :=
0.014388 C2 :=
99
\ BACKGROUND SCAN FOR SUBTRACTION
\ SMOOTHED CURVE (FOR PK HEIGHTS)
\ PEAK HEIGHT RATIO
\ CHARACTER USED TO
\ PREFIX ASYST WORDS
\ SET UP SPECTROMETER PARAMETERS
\ USE CR AS EOS
\ USE CR AS DELIMITER
\ SET UP D.A. MODE 4.SET
\ EXPOSURE TIME TO 0.015 SEC.
:HELP
CR
CR
\ HELP MENU SCREEN
********************************************************u CR
TYPE ANY 1461 COMMAND
ORTYPE ANY ASYST COMMAND PRECEDED BY
FUNCTION KEYS:
F3RETURN TO ASYST
F4TAKE A NEW BACKGROUND SIGNAL READING
F5SIGNAL AVG WITH BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
F6SIGNAL AVG WITHOUT BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
F7CAPTURE CURRENT CURVE INTO DATA FILE
SHIFT-F7GET PEAK HEIGHT RATIO FROM LAST SCAN
"CR
"CR
" CR
" CR
" CR
" CR
"CR
" CR
"CR
"CR
"CR11
11
100
CTRL-F7DEFINE RAD. SOURCE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES 1" CR
' ALT-F7CALCULATE FLAME TEMPERATURE
1 '" CR
1
************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * *" CR
GET.CMD
HELP
CR" ENTER COMMAND:"
"INPUT
CMD.OUT ":=
:INT.CMD
CMP.CHR
CMD.OUT
1 "LEFT
IF
CMD.OUT "LEN 1
"RIGHT
CMD.OUT ":=
TRUE
ELSE
FALSE
THEN
\ INTERPRET CMD FOR ASYST WORD
\ OR DEVICE COMMAND
\ IF IT STARTS WITH IT IS AN
\ ASYST COMMAND.REMOVE THE
\ AND SET "TRUE"
\ OTHERWISE IT IS A DEVICE
\ COMMAND SO SET "FALSE"
:SER.POL
255 SERIAL.POLL
DUP S.POLL :=
#>MASK
?DUP 128, AND MASK># S.POLL.BIT [8]:=
?DUP 64,AND MASK># S.POLL.BIT[7]:=
?DUP 32,AND MASK># S.POLL.BIT[6]:=
?DUP 16,AND MASK># S.POLL.BIT[5]:=
?DUP 8,AND MASK># S.POLL.BIT [4]:=
?DUP 4,AND MASK># S.POLL.BIT [3]:=
?DUP 2,AND MASK># S.POLL.BIT [2]:=
1, AND MASK># S.POLL.BIT [1]:=
:SEND.CMD
BEGIN
SER.POL
S.POLL.BIT [1] #>MASK
UNTIL
GPIB.WRITE
:GET.RSP
RSP.CTR OLD.CTR :=
0 RSP.CTR :=
BEGIN
SER.POL
S.POLL.BIT [ 8 ] #>MASK
IF
1 RSP.CTR + RSP.CTR :=
RESPONSE GPIB.READ
13 RESPONSE
\ WAIT FOR PRE CMD DONE
\ OUTPUT READY?"NUMBER
DATA [ RSP.CTR ]:=
IF NOP THEN
"DROP
THEN
S.POLL.BIT [1] #>MASK
UNTIL
101
\ CONVERT RESPONSE TO A NUMBER
\ AND STORE IN "DATA" ARRAY
\ THROW OUT A LOGICAL VALUE
\ THROW OUT AFTER STRING
\ CMD DONE?
:PRINT.RSP
S.POLL.BIT [2] #>MASK
IF
BELL
CR
." COMMAND ERROR" CR
OLD.CTR RSP.CTR := \ RESTORE OLD COUNTER
ELSE
RSP.CTR 0 =
IF
CR
ELSE
DATA SUB[ 1 ,RSP.CTR ,1 ] .
CR
THEN
THEN
:COMPLETE.SEND
SEND.CMD
GET.RSP
PRINT.RSP
:CHECK.KEYS
STACK.RESET
?KEY
IF
PCKEY
IF
INTERPRET.KEY
THEN
THEN
:MAIN.PGM
BEGIN
STACK.RESET
NORMAL.DISPLAY
GET.CMD
INT.CMD
IF
CMD.OUT
"EXEC
CR
ELSE
CMD.OUT
COMPLETE.SEND
THEN
\ SEND ASYST COMMAND
\ SEND DEVICE COMMAND102
CR ." *** HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE ***" CR
KEY DROP
CHECK.KEYS
AGAIN
ONESCAPE: MYSELF
ONERR: BELL
CR ." ERROR DETECTED. HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE " CR
KEY DROP
MYSELF
:GO
INIT.PGM
CMD.OUT SEND.CMD
MAIN.PGM
:SETUP.GRAPH
GRAPHICS.DISPLAY
HORIZONTAL GRID.OFF
VERTICAL GRID.OFF
HORIZONTAL AXIS.FIT.OFF
0 512 HORIZONTAL WORLD.SET
0 0 VUPORT.ORIG
11 VUPORT.SIZE
8 10 AXIS.DIVISIONS
2 2 HORIZONTAL LABEL.POINTS
12 VERTICAL LABEL.POINTS
VUPORT.CLEAR
OUTLINE
XY.AXIS.PLOT
NORMAL.COORDS
.400 .02 POSITION " Hit F10 to Exit" LABEL
.400 .05 POSITION " Hit F9 to Manual Scale" LABEL
.400 .08 POSITION " Hit F8 to Autoscale" LABEL
WORLD.COORDS
BUFF.ARRAY LINE.BUFFER.ON
:ACTUAL.SCAN
STACK.RESET
BEGIN
" RUN;DC 1,1,512" \ SEND SCAN COMMAND TO
SEND.CMD \ SPECTROMETER
GET.RSP
DATA REPEATS /
SUBTRACT.FLAG 1 = IF
BACKGROUND
THEN
DATA :=
CHECK.KEYS
ERASE.LINES
DATA SUB[ 4 ,509 ,1] Y.DATA.PLOT
AGAIN
:SCAN.START
"I" REPEATS "." "CAT103
COMPLETE.SEND
0 4000 VERTICAL WORLD.SET
SETUP.GRAPH
ACTUAL.SCAN
:SCAN
CR
." ENTER THE NUMBER OF SCANS TO BE AVERAGED "
"INPUT
32 "NUMBER REPEATS :=
SCAN.START
:RETURN.TO.ASYST \ FUNCTION FOR F3 KEY
QUIT
:GET.BACKGROUND \ FUNCTION FOR F4 KEY
CR CR" ***PLEASE WAIT*** "
"I"100 """CAT
COMPLETE.SEND
" RUN;DC 1,1,512"
SEND.CMD
GET.RSP
DATA 100 / BACKGROUND :=
ESCAPE
:SUBTRACT.BACKGROUND \ FUNCTION FOR F5 KEY
1 SUBTRACT.FLAG :=
SCAN
:DONT.SUBTRACT.BACKGROUND \ FUNCTION FOR F6 KEY
0 SUBTRACT.FLAG :=
SCAN
:CAPTURE \ FUNCTION FOR F7 KEY
FILE.TEMPLATE DATA []FORM.SUBFILE END
CR "ENTER THE FILENAME "
"INPUT
"DUP DEFER> FILE.CREATE
DEFER> FILE.OPEN
DATA ARRAY>FILE
FILE.CLOSE
ESCAPE
:RATIO.CALC
.05 SET.CUTOFF.FREQ
DATA DATA SMOOTH SMOOTH SMOOTHDATASM :=\ STORE PK HT ABOVE
61 N := \ CURVE IN DATASM
70 53 DO
DATASM [I] ABS DATASM [N] ABS >
IF IN := THEN
LOOP \ FIND LOCATION OF 1ST PEAK; STORE IN N
426 M :=
435 418 DO
DATASM [I] ABS DATASM [ M ] ABS >IF I M := THEN
LOOP
DATA SMOOTH DATASM :=
DATA [N] DATASM [N 36
DATA [ M] DATASM [ M 36
/ 15 / RATIO :=
104
\ FIND LOCATION OF 2ND PEAK; STORE IN M
\ PUT BASELINE CURVE IN DATASM
] DATASM [N 36 +]+ 2 /
] DATASM [ M 36 + ] + 2 /
\ GET RATIO OF PEAK HEIGHTS ABOVE AVG
\ BASELINE SIGNAL (+/- 36 CHANNELS)
:GET.RATIO \ FUNCTION FOR SHIFT-F7 KEY
CR" CALCULATING RATIO--PLEASE WAIT..."
RATIO.CALC
CR CR ." THE PEAK HEIGHT RATIO IS " RATIO .
CR CR " *** HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE ***" CR
KEY DROP ESCAPE
:SOURCE.TEMPS
CR ." ENTER BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE AT 852 nm " #INPUT TB1 :=
CR ." ENTER BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE AT 894 nm " #INPUT TB2 :=
:REDO.SOURCE.TEMPS
SOURCE.TEMPS
ESCAPE
:RCALC
DUP
INV C2 * LAMBDA1 / NEG EXP C2 LAMBDA1 / TB1 / NEG EXP
C2 LAMBDA2 / ROT / NEG EXP C2 LAMBDA2 / TB2 / NEG EXP /
LAMBDA2 LAMBDA1 / 5 ** *
\ FUNCTION FOR CTRL-F7 KEY
\ THE "PATTEE EQUATION" FOR R VS T :-)
:CALCULATE.TEMP
STACK.RESET
TB1 0 <= TB2 0 <= OR
IF SOURCE.TEMPS THEN
CR ." SCANNING FLAME 100 TIMES.
100 REPEATS :=
"I" REPEATS "." "CAT
COMPLETE.SEND
" RUN;DC 1,1,512"
SEND.CMD
GET.RSP
DATA REPEATS /
BACKGROUND
DATA :=
CR ." CALCULATING FLAME TEMPERATURE..."
RATIO.CALC
TB1 300T.A :=
TB2 300 + T.B :=
T.A RCALC R.A :=
T.B RCALC R.B :=
RATIO R.A <
IF TB2 1 T.B :=
ELSE RATIO R.B >
IF TB2 1 + T.A :=
ELSE CR ." TEMPERATURE IS OUTSIDE THE RANGE "
\ FUNCTION FOR ALT-F7 KEY
\ CALL SOURCE.TEMPS IF TB1 AND TB2
\ HAVEN'T BEEN PROPERLY DEFINED
.."
\ SEND SCAN COMMAND TO SPECTROMETER
\ FIGURE OUT IF TEMP LIES ABOVE OR
\ BELOW TB2, BASED ON THE RATIO105
T.A .." TO " T.B .
CR ."*** HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE *** " KEY DROP
ESCAPE
THEN
THEN
T.A RCALC RATIOR.A :=
T.B RCALC RATIO R.B :=
BEGIN
T.A T.B + 2 / T.MID :=
T.MID RCALC RATIOR.MID :=
R.A R.MID * 0 <
IF R.MID R.B := T.MID T.B :=
ELSE R.MID R.A := T.MID T.A :=
THEN
T.B T.A 1< UNTIL
T.A T.B + 2 / TFLAME :=
CR ." THE FLAME TEMPERATURE IS " TFLAME .."KELVIN"
CR ."*** HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE *** "KEY DROP
ESCAPE
:AUTO.SCALE \ FUNCTION FOR F8 KEY
BUFF.ARRAY LINE.BUFFER.OFF
LINE.BUFFER.CLEAR
VERTICAL AXIS.FIT.ON
DATA []MIN DATA []MAX VERTICAL WORLD.SET
SETUP.GRAPH
DATA SUB[ 4 ,509 ,1] Y.DATA.PLOT
ACTUAL.SCAN
:MANUAL.SCALE
BUFF.ARRAY LINE.BUFFER.OFF
LINE. BUFFER. CLEAR
VERTICAL AXIS.FIT.OFF
NORMAL.DISPLAY
CR ." ENTER LOWER LIMIT OF Y AXIS "
#INPUT
CR ." ENTER UPPER LIMIT OF Y AXIS "
#INPUT
VERTICAL WORLD.SET
SETUP.GRAPH
DATA SUB[ 4 ,509 ,1] Y.DATA.PLOT
ACTUAL.SCAN
\ FUNCTION FOR F9 KEY
F3 FUNCTION.KEY.DOES RETURN.TO.ASYST
F4 FUNCTION.KEY.DOES GET.BACKGROUND
F5 FUNCTION. KEY. DOES SUBTRACT. BACKGROUND
F6 FUNCTION.KEY.DOES DONT.SUBTRACT.BACKGROUND
F7 FUNCTION.KEY.DOES CAPTURE
F7 SHIFT FUNCTION.KEY.DOES GET.RATIO
F7 CTRL FUNCTION.KEY.DOES REDO.SOURCE.TEMPS
F7 ALT FUNCTION.KEY.DOES CALCULATE.TEMP
F8 FUNCTION.KEY.DOES AUTO.SCALE
F9 FUNCTION.KEY.DOES MANUAL.SCALE
F10 FUNCTION.KEY.DOES ESCAPE